House Reports

Abernethy House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr John Acres
Mrs Talitha Segaar
Mrs Anli van Straaten
Miss Colleen Gore
Mrs Joanna Holliday
Mr Michael Bräsler
Mr Shane Loseby.

Head of House
Deputy Head
House Prefects

Gerrit van Heerden
Ditiro Jele
Wayne MacFarlane,
Phillip Malele, André Cilliers,
Seseki Itsweng, Rolf Ronander

T

in which the fruits
of the previous years’ labour were evident. The
matrics this year were able to lead the House in
continuing to build on the solid foundation that was
already there. The start of the year could not have been
better with our Form Is winning the points competition at
the Form I Camp
over the first
weekend of the
year. Our Form Is
certainly
have
proven their spirit and camaraderie and will
serve as an example for at least
the next five
years.
Another high
point must be the
Inter House Gala
and the ‘unveiling’of the Abernethy
House
song which was the brainchild of Phillip and Ditiro. Proof
of its inspiration must certainly be that Abernethy
achieved eighth place instead of tenth place as we did last
year.
I would like to thank all of my fellow house prefects for
their time and effort given so freely and enthusiastically. I
would also like to thank the tutors for setting the example
and standard that they did. In particular, we would like to
thank Mrs Segaar for the love and kindness she has shown
our matric class over the last three years that she has been
our tutor. Our final thanks go to Mr Acres. Just as was said
by Givan Lotz our previous Head of House , ‘ You truly are
the backbone of our House’.
I hope and trust that the talent and commitment will
continue in the manner that has impressed me so much. I
remember an occasion where the only three matrics at one
of the Inter- school athletics meetings were ‘Abernethians’,
and we were proud of it.
HIS HAS DEFINITELY BEEN A YEAR

Gerrit van Heerden.
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HOUSE is about the boys. However, we
have all been most fortunate to have the tutors that
we have, and it is for this reason that I begin my
report with the tutors. The year started with Mr Bräsler
looking after the Form Is, Mrs Holliday the Form IIs, Miss
Gore the Form IIIs, Mr Cilliers the Form IVs and Mrs
Segaar the Form V group. The year ended quite differently with Mr Cilliers leaving teaching. Mr and Mrs Holliday
started a little family with the birth of Simon, a very happy
and healthy little boy, and Mrs van Straten rejoining the
Abernethy ranks after her family had grown by one, Elize,
a healthy and happy baby girl. Mr Loseby also deserves a
special mention and a heartfelt thank you for being a Form
II Tutor while Mrs Holliday was away. All of these tutors
are not only very efficient administrators but also have the
best interests of each of their tutor groups at heart. Why
else would they have organized pizza evenings out, a trip to
the school farm for the Form IIs and report comments on
each report that clearly show a knowledge of and caring for
each individual boy? Each of these men and women
deserve our gratitude and admiration for they have
turned an effective organizational House system
into a home with
real relationships
for any boy who
allowed it.
The boys are
invariably
the
source of humour,
pride and pleasure in this Abernethy home. I
must confess that
when the Abernethy Form Is won the competition section of the Form I
Camp it was not only the best possible start to the year but
also a huge ego boost for the whole house. The precedent
was now set for even the most desperate doubting Thomas
to imagine Abernethy winning any Inter-House competition. Even though we did not do well in the Inter-House
athletics or swimming the spirit in the House had been
lifted. There were the successes of the junior tennis and
the junior hockey, the Inter-House Play Festival in which
Abernethy was placed second and the passionate soccer
which was played and won by the seniors. I believe all
would be compelled to agree that Abernethy has simply
gone from strength to strength and each year is better than
the previous one. There certainly is much to improve upon
but we hope that this will always be the case and that our
standards of excellence, conduct and success will always be
an opportunity for each boy to extend himself.
Contemplating the Form I group of 2001; I remember
the Form I Camp, the excellent levels of generosity,
involvement and participation of some of the new parents
BERNETHY
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Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

who have truly become part of the PBHS community. Parents such as these are very valuable.
The Form II group had a fair amount of flux to contend
with in that their tutors kept on changing. This did not
seem to have any negative effect judging from the way the
group related within itself and within the House. We had a
couple of A team sportsmen; G Forrest and A Bellomo
played under 15 A hockey and L Gericke was good enough
to be pulled up to play under 16 A hockey. G Smith
achieved SA colours for karate. Mrs Holliday and most of
the Form IIs visited Maretlwane and brought back some
wonderful photographs as evidence of the fun that they
had. Next year we shall make a concerted effort to get
every tutor group out to the farm.
The Form IIIs had the benefit of Miss Gore and she
will be sorely missed by all next year when she travels to
the UK. E Smith played under 16A cricket and A Serwadda played under 16A rugby and was also a member of the
athletics A team.
Paul Motlhamme, Robbie Stevens and PJ Barclay did a
superb job in the one
act play. Robbie was
awarded Best Supporting Actor and
Paul received an honorable mention for his
efforts. Danie Louw
has achieved staggering successes with his
chess playing and
spent some time away
in October/November
playing for SA in
Spain. There are also
the new season of
House Prefects that
have been selected
and I might add that
this year it was particularly difficult to restrict the selection to only eight from so
many capable candidates. I know that I will be able to rely
on them all for their continued support throughout 2002.
The prefects elect are Danie Louw, Travis Hofman, Robbie
Stevens, Themi Argyrou, William Maduma, Paul Mothlamme, Luke Grant and Peter-John Barclay.
Our leaving group of matrics was one of the best, if not
the best that I have had to work with in the last five years.
This diverse group of young gentlemen produced extremes
in the fields of academics, sport, culture, service and were
simply the kind of model citizen of which Pretoria Boys
High would be proud. Gerrit van Heerden was involved in
so many aspects of the school that he was most appropriately referred to as the Renaissance Man. The achievement
that is most likely to be the best in his opinion was playing
Craven Week rugby. I am grateful to Gerrit for the valuable
contributions made as the Head of Abernethy. Wayne MacFarlane’s natural sporting ability earned him Victor Ludorum as well as Full Colours in Athletics, he was entertaining

to watch on the cricket field and he was a superb House
Prefect. Chris Thiart plays the most awesome golf and was
selected to the SA Schools team. Johan Nel made the
USSASA Tennis Championships and the Northern Gauteng Team. André Cilliers was the 2001 Dux Scholar which
is especially commendable when one considers how extensively André was involved in the life of the school and the
amount of time that he dedicated to the school. It has been
a privilege to have known and worked with André. Wikus
van den Hoven was our resident specialist musician and I
am convinced that we shall see his name on some jazz
record label in the future. Brett Vlok and Brad Forrest
played 1st Team Hockey and both these boys provided
many an entertaining run of play. Our most charismatic and
enthusiastic member of the group must surely be Ditiro
Jele. He is Gumboot Dancer extraordinaire, inspired motivator (he alone got the House to sing a new war cry) and
valued friend. Phillip Malele will be remembered for his
intelligent and organized approach and his great sense of
humour. Rolf Ronander will always be one that the 2001 Form V
Abernethy House
Front Row L to R:
G Renaud, C Burgess,
A Cilliers, S Itsweng,
R Ronander, G van
Heerden, D Jele, P Malele,
C Penney, J van der
Merwe, W MacFarlane.
Second Row L to R:
Ms T Segaar, J Nel,
B Boman, B Scheiblecker,
M Krilic, W van der
Hoven, B Cornelius,
P Halkon, B Vlok,
G Symeou, Mr J Acres.
Back Row L to R:
B Forrest, H Streeter,
C Marais, J du Plessis,
C Ronnenbergh, W Louw,
C Thiart, M van der
Vendt, R Lovelock.
Form Is will remember for his enthusiasm, interest and participation. He certainly was an asset to the House. Seseki
added his own quiet stamp of authority on most of what
the House was involved in and he too will be remembered
for his significant contributions. Seseki was also a member
of the first cricket XI.
To all the leaving Abernethians we wish you the very
best of luck and happiness as you pursue your own dreams
and ideals. It was good to share your experiences and we
trust that you are better equipped to deal with whatever
the world may throw at you, for having been at Pretoria
Boys High School. To those who remain behind; you will
reap only what you have sown. I challenge you to make
each year more memorable than the previous one with participation and House spirit that is borne out of free will and
personal desire. Only you can make Abernethy the best
house at School.
John Acres
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Arcadia House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr A van Wyk
Mrs H Zimmermann
Mr H Dorlas
Mrs E Muller
Mr A Steyn
Miss T Hendricks

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

Donovan Stearn
Tebatso Pitsi
Keith Tarr, Michael Breetzke,
Donovan Sloan, Siphelele Gasa,
Brendan Gildenhuys, Arthur Noyce

‘In victory with humbleness,
In failure with dignity,
With fire and vigour
We will keep the Blues’ flag flying high!
We will keep Arcadia’s flag flying high.’

A

Donovan Stearn

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

RCADIA CERTAINLY HAS KEPT THE BLUES’ flag flying
high this year. In all aspects of life within the School,
Arcadia has without doubt participated with the
determination that can be expected from a top day boy
house. We have not only succeeded in being a force to be
reckoned with but have also become a house which bases

its success on the participation of all its members. Arcadia
boys are to be congratulated on the way they have conducted themselves throughout the year on and off the
sports field. The ability of the house to come together and
have fun as peers is largely due to the fact that the boys
carry a spirit of youth and tenacity which is unique.
It is the combination of great leadership, commitment
and participation that puts Arcadia a step ahead of the rest.
Although we may not have performed as well as we expected, our spirit has nevertheless kept us positive and always
willing to give of our best.
Great thanks must go to the house prefects and to my
deputy head prefect, Tebatso Pitso. The tutors are also to
be congratulated on the way they have guided the boys
throughout this year. My final thanks must go to Mr van
Wyk for his effort and willingness to get the job done. He
has not only provided us with an example that will be hard
to match but has provided me with support in my role as
head of Arcadia House.
I wish the 2002 house prefects even greater success in
their reign as house prefects. In conclusion, the centenary
year has been wonderful and may ‘The Blues’ flag keep flying high!’

Form V Arcadia House
Front Row L–R: D Stevens, S Sloan, S Gasa, K Tarr, T Pitsie, D Stearn, B Gildenhuys, F Noyce, M Breetzke, S Malatjie, K Arantho
Second Row L–R: Mrs H Zimmermann (Tutor), J Kaufmann, T Dau, L Peta, M Carim, AGildenhuys, N van der Westhuizen, P Dreyer, E Venter, W Louw,
Mr A van Wyk (Housemaster)
Back Row L–R: P Marais, L Dos Santos, A van Heerden
Absent: I Lazarov, M Hyslop, D van Rooyen, M Duke.
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Armstrong House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor
Head of House
Prefects

T

Mr J Illsley (until June 2001)
Mr P Franken (after June 2001)
Mrs L Ferreira
Mrs D Albers
Mrs T Millar
Mr C Fowler
Mrs C MacPherson
Kendal Uys
Jake du Buisson, Mzwandile Mjwara,
Molefe Leballo, Berk Uys, Dylan Zulch,

2001 BROUGHT FORTH some expected and
some unexpected changes in the house with regard
to various aspects. The matric group, house prefects and tutors were keen on improving the previous positions achieved by Armstrong House in the various
inter-house activities and uplifting the stature of the house
within the school.
Armstrong House has rightfully become a true competitor for the top positions in every inter-house event:
fifth in swimming, fourth in junior chess, fourth in junior
rugby, fifth in senior rugby, second in senior squash and a
first place in junior hockey. These results are a true indication of what we can achieve.
Individual achievements in the house are truly out-

Kendal Uys

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

HE YEAR

standing. Fourteen boys have already received either full
colours or honours this year for their achievements. They
include R Texeira and D Bradley (hockey); R Houbert and
Q Marais (cricket); J du Buisson (rugby); R Childs-Hurn
(tennis), X Myburgh and B Ferreira (squash), S Hepburn
(shooting), D de Wet (music) and R Lalloo, J Jocum, T
Mawela and K Uys (academic).
We also had to bid farewell to our housemaster, Mr J Illsley. He has been part of Armstrong House since its establishment. We might have lost an excellent housemaster,
but we surely gained a wonderful supporter. We would like
to thank you, Mr Illsley, for your time, service and dedication to this house.
Mr P Franken stepped into the position of housemaster
with enthusiasm which was appreciated by the house. The
house won the junior inter-house hockey two weeks later.
Coincidence? I am certain that the house will continue to
excel under the leadership of Mr Franken.
The only constant in life is change. That we surely
learnt this year. These changes require dedication, support
and assistance from every person in the house. I would like
to thank every boy who made this year the greatest ever.
Special thanks to the house prefects and tutors who contributed in every possible way.

Form V Armstrong House
Front Row L–R: S Hepburn, R Houbert, R Childs-Hurn, Q Marais, J du Buisson, K Uys, D Zulch, B Uys, M Mjwara, M Leballo, W Steward
Second Row L–R: M Grover, D Cilliers, R Graves, A Pahliney, K Maila, T Mawela, D de Wet, C Lin, M Achada, K Nokwane, N Burger
Back Row L–R: O Brander, T van Wyk, W Fischer, Mr J Illsley, Ms L Ferreira, Mr P Franken, W Wiese, G Miltiadou, R Lalloo, J Nazeem
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Hofmeyr House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr C McBride
Mrs S Black
Mr R Muller
Mrs H Donaldson
Mrs E Ellinghaus
Mr A Junod

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

Marco Mariano
Kyle Bulkin
Scott Brassel, Grant McNair,
David Vosloo, Adrian Shkaidy,
Gueorgiu Gueorguiev

O

HOFMEYR HOUSE succeeded to impress and lead by faultless example. Our
spirit, determination and participation pushed
us forward relentlessly. The house results display another wonderful year. The leadership and enthusiasm
shown by the seniors were unprecedented. We were also
lucky enough to have an amazingly capable group of
Form Is to follow in their footsteps. Credit must be
given to every house member as they consistently gave
of their best and their resilience formed the foundation
of the house. We started the year off strongly and con-

Marco Mariano

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

NCE AGAIN , AS ALWAYS ,

tinued to prove our worth as the best day boy house
throughout.
We were fortunate enough to have Mr McBride running the house for another outstanding year. He has
organised and disciplined the house into a well-oiled
machine, focussing on all the aspects of the school: Academics, Sport and Culture. Not only were we privileged
to have an exemplary Housemaster but we also had an
outstanding group of tutors. I would personally like to
thank each one of them for their hard work and dedication. I would like to commend the house prefects and
my deputy head, Kyle Bulkin, on a job well done. They
formed the backbone of the house with their total commitment.
One of the main reasons for this year’s success was
the involvement and support of the matric group. Most
Form V boys remained committed to both House and
School throughout the year.
I wish the 2002 group of Hofmeyr House all the best
and hope that 2002 is as rewarding as this one was. The
centenary year was full of action and I felt that we made
the best of our opportunities to stay on top!

Form V Hofmeyr House
Front Row L–R: A Skaidy, C Mulder, L Moodley, R Moodliyar, S Brassel, M Mariano, G McNair, G Gueorguiev, K Bulkin, C Webber, K Vogel
Second Row L–R: P Georgiadis, C Currie, P Kavanagh, T Bircg, R Dias, D Vosloo, J Hickman, A Herrington, G Farr, B Collins, C Beukes
Back Row L–R: Mrs S Black (Tutor), M Moroko. P Moepya, A Seafield, T Ahlers, J Ross, R du Plooy, H Lee, G Pienaar, Mr C McBride (Housemaster)
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Matheson House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr D Brink
Mrs A Matthews
Mr R Kitto
Mr K Mansfield
Mr L van Reenen
Mrs H Gioia

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

Michael Myburgh
Theo Matheou
Neale Campbell, Helmut Böhm,
Michael Bishop, William Oldnall,
Richard Leinberger

W

Michael Myburgh

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

ILLIAM SHAKESPEARE WROTE: ‘All the world’s a
stage, and all the men and women merely players.’ If we view the world in such a way it would
only make sense that we strive to be the best we can be.
This is what Matheson House is achieveing every year and
we could view our house as a mini-stage upon which we
show our talents.
Within Matheson there are about 150 players, some
good, some not so good, but all enjoying life and contributing to our play. At the end of a year the script reflects
success as well as defeat but never disappointment. The
cast of our play are taught the ropes by a group of dedicated tutors who always show total commitment and pride
towards Matheson House. In particular, Mrs Gioia who
had the task of preparing our novice players – the Form Is
– for success in the future. She moulded these shy, unsure
‘lighties’ into fine players. Some adapted to the stage

immediately. Dante Zorzi won the U14 Victor Ludorum
for swimming, Richard Colburn was the U14 squash champion and Chris Oldnall who showed his talent by being
awarded U14 hockey player of the season. We must also
not forget our undefeated junior debaters. So our juniors
got off to a real flying start.
Another job which is essential for the play to be successful is the role of the experienced players – our matrics.
They were excellent players under the guidance of the
loving Mrs Matthews, and they will enter a new stage well
prepared. The outstanding players in our matric group
were: HONOURS – M Bishop (Academic); FULL
COLOURS – F Pretorius (Academic, Squash), T Matheou
(Athletics), W Oldnall (Academic), M Myburgh (Academic, Cricket); HALF COLOURS – H Holtzhausen (Academic), B Harris (Service), M Bishop (Service, Pipe Band),
W Oldnall (Music), F Pietersen (Shooting)
All 150 players made this play – the year 2001 – a huge
success. This showed with our placings in house events:
Hockey Seniors 4th and Juniors 7th; Rugby Seniors 7th
and Juniors 7th; Athletics 5th ; Cricket 6th; Squash 1st.
However no play can be success without a committed
director. This man is our housemaster, Mr Brink, who
ensured that all ran smoothly. Our thanks go to him.
Just a reminder that no play can be perfect and so
there is always room for improvement. I trust that all
Matheson House boys will continue striving to do better.
Good luck!

Form V Matheson House
Front Row L–R: N Campbell, H Bohm, R Leinberger, W Oldnall, M Bishop, M Myburgh, T Matheou, A Martin, F Pretorius, J Chapman, P Rosa.
Second Row L–R: Mr D Brink (Housemaster), P McLea, A Jansen van Vuuren, J Hartdegen, N da Serra, N Jansen, N Carkeek, D Miller, T Moropa,
D Tladi, Ms A Matthews.
Back Row L–R: M Bruyere, O van Niekerk, W Jansen van Rensburg, J Geerdink, B Harris, R Rutkowski, M van Coppenhagen, G Wolvaardt,
F Pietersen, H Holtzhausen.
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Rissik House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr P Anthony
Mr P Anthony
Mr P Franken/Mr S Loseby
Mr M Smuts
Mr W Rathbone
Mr G Hassenkamp

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

Jared Wingate-Pearse
Daniel Verissimo
Derek van der Merwe, Mark Evans,
Stavros Yiannakis, Michael Hodgson,
Christopher Fisher

B

HIGH HAS TAKEN A BIG PART OF MY HEART, but
Rissik House has taken an even bigger part. It has
been an honour to be in the best house in the
School and since the School is the best School in the
world, logically Rissik is therefore the best house in the
world. It’s amazing how an eighteen year old young man
can cry because of a school and his house. It’s like a home
away from home.
If I were to say all I wanted to say about my Rissik
friends it would take all day. If I talked about the memories it would take all week. It has been an amazing five
year experience!
The year began with a big difference in that Mr Liam
Webster had been promoted to Deputy Headmaster and
Mr Paul Anthony, ‘The Lion’, took over. Mr Anthony got
off to a great start when we shocked everyone by coming a
close second in the inter-house swimming championships.
With the aid of the housemasters and prefects, Mr

Jared Wingate-Pearse

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

OYS

Anthony soon had the house running smoothly. This year
the house has striven to be, not just a winning house, but
also a house that produces consistently good results in all
spheres. Whether it be rugby or chess, the men in green
gave of their best and achieved the results. One of the
highlights of the year would have to be the winning of the
inter-house athletics meeting by half a point. This sums
up the approach which Rissik House has to all its interhouse activities. Other inter-house highlights have been
the winning of the senior cricket, hockey, cross-country,
junior rugby, junior chess, athletics and second place in the
plays.
Throughout the year, Rissik House has never faltered
in its main mission – to be the best house and cornerstone
of success at Boys High. The spirit in the house this year
has been phenomenal with everyone pulling his weight
and making life at Rissik a pleasure. A huge thanks to my
prefect body for a great job done.
The refurbishment of the Honours Hall and the
upgrading of the foyer were accomplished this year with
great results. Without doubt, achievers from Rissik House
will have their names printed on these boards thereby continuing our proud tradition of achievement.
A special thank you must go to Mr Anthony and
the housemasters who did a magnificent job of running
the house. Thank you to the matrics for setting such a fine
example. I would like to conclude with a quote from the
Rissik House anthem, ‘Rissik House in union, Rissik
House as one’.

Form V Rissik House
Front Row L–R: S Yiannakis, M Evans, M Hodgeson, J Wingate-Pearse, Mr P Anthony (Housemaster), D Verissimo,
S Campbell, D van der Merwe
Second Row L–R: A Kekana, T Stokes, C Dollery, C Fisher, M Killick, S Rosenstein, S Pentz, S Mabaso
Back Row L–R: M Riemer, H Johnson, K Lancefield, R Brits, D Gray, D Blignaut
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School House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor
Matron

Mr J Haskins
Mr J Haskins
Mr D Brous
Mr A Myhill
Mr M Nkomo
Mr C Ford
Mrs M Grey

Head Prefect
Deputy Head Prefect
Prefects

Alec Blair
Nick Ferguson
Dale Ferreira, Jean-Pierre Ferreira,
Gavin Mattey, Steven Lindemann,
Alistair Müller, Craig Smith

T

got off another good start
with the intake of 23 bright-eyed and confident
new Form Is. They quickly settled into their new
lives and the boarding house routine with the aid of the
matric group. They did enjoy valuable protection from Mr
Ford who acted as their tutor this year.
School House was fortunate to obtain the services of
three new housemasters. Mr A Myhill, Mr D Brous and Mr
M Nkomo, who under the able leadership of Mr Haskins
and with assistance from Mr Ford, soon found their feet
and have all made valuable contributions to School House

Jeremy Haskins

Talitha Segaar

WO-THOUSAND-AND -ONE

this year. At the end of 2001 we bid farewell to Mr Ford and
Mr Brous and we wish them well in their future careers. No
report would be complete without a huge thank you to
Matron Grey for all that she does for us at School House.
School House has again excelled on the sports field.
The highlight was achieving a convincing win in the Senior
Inter-House rugby competition. This was however nullified by our seemingly perennial half a point loss to Rissik
in the inter-house athletics! A big thank you to all the boys
who so willingly took part in so many inter-house competitions. You are true School House boys.
The names of School House boys littered virtually
every team list in the school and it is indicative of the
fiercely competitive nature of the house. We do, however,
have to become more academically focussed in the future
as this, if anything, is a weak point.
Culturally, School House provided much humorous
entertainment at the Inter-House Play Festival, but unfortunately the adjudicator failed to enter into the spirit of
the occasion!
Thank you to all the leader group in matric this year
and especially to Alec Blair and Nick Ferguson for their
roles in leading the House astutely.

Form V School House
Front Row L–R: S Lindemann, A Müller, C Smith, N Ferguson, A Blair, D Ferreira, G Mattey, JP Ferreira
Middle Row L–R: S Stanely, M Drury, M Collins, L Strümpher, W Killian, T Hartzenberg, L Kieswetter
Back Row (Lto R): R Waterston, P Tippet, C Armour, C Müller, S Mazibuko, M Olivier
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Solomon House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr P Ewart-Phipps
Mr P Ewart-Phipps
Mr S Manyasha
Mr P Snyman
Mr L Keeton
Mr D van Suilichem

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

T Rundle
J Strydom
N Golding, W Crouse, B Dessington,
T Gowland, L Abner, R Smit

W

Thomas Rundle

HONOURS
A Letsie -Cricket (SA Colts
and Gauteng North U19)
FULL COLOURS
R Smit-Rugby
T Rundle-Rugby
D Winterton-Athletics
M Seigel-Pipe Band
D Strydom-Hockey (Gauteng North U19)
T Ncongwane-Basketball

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

HEN ONE REFLECTS on Solomon House in 2001
we, the boys, can only be proud to have been part
of such a great hostel but more importantly to be
part of a hostel where a brotherhood exists.
This has been an extremely successful year. Interhouse swimming, senior inter-house water polo and senior
inter-house soccer were the three events that Solomon
House won. The camaraderie, the spirit, the friendships
made us victorious, made us unique.
Solomon House this year was blessed with individual
performances, with a total of one Honours award, six Full
Colours awards and twelve Half Colours awards for Cultural, Academic and Sporting achievements.
The success of such a year is the result of the boys

themselves, the prefects and staff that lead them. A big
thank you to all these persons, but a special thanks to Mr
Ewart-Phipps, our Senior Housemaster. Your contribution
to this great establishment is phenomenal and we salute
you for this.
To those boys who remain behind, may you strive to
uphold the proud traditions of our home and to be the
best! ‘Only the brave!’

Form V Soloman House
Seated L–R: Mr P Ewart-Phipps (Senior Housemaster), T Gowland, W Crouse, N Golding, T Rundle, J Strydom, R Smit, B Dessington, A Letsie
Standing L–R: J Conway, M Seigel, D Van Zyl, N Vickers, S Gillmer, D Peters, T Ncongwane, R Muller
Absent: R Waller
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Sunnyside House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mrs E Grebe
Ms E Rogers
Mr C Klopper
Mr M van Zyl
Mrs A Floor
Mr M Southwood

Head of House
Deputy Head
Prefects

Tiego Rapoo
Paul Newman
Dylan van Byleveldt, Duncan Bohlman,
Steven Jonker, Alastair Mehl,
Jade Pienaar

T

it is time for us to
reflect on our achievements. In October of 2000,
August 2001 seemed to be a lifetime away and I
suppose every single matriculant will share my sentiments
when I say how quickly the year has gone by.
The year 2001 has, however, proved a suspicion that I
have had for four years – that Sunnyside is by far the best
house in the school. We might not have the athletic ability
that the boarding houses have, but we have consistently
proved that brains are mightier than brawn.
The enthusiasm shown by the boys has been first class
and house spirit is at an all-time high.
Our first major challenge for the year was the orientation of the Form Ones and making them feel welcome in
the Sunnyside family. Paul Newman and Steven Jonker did
an excellent job in guiding the newcomers. Congratula-

Tiego Rapoo

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

HE YEAR HAS COME AND GONE and

tions must go to them for setting an excellent example and
for being the perfect role models. Credit must also go to
Mr Southwood and Mrs Grebe for being on hand to support
Paul and Steven.
The highlight of the year was without doubt coming
first in the Inter-House Play Festival. Alastair Mehl conceived and directed a play based on Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’ titled ‘The 15 Minute Hamlet’ with Andrew Gould in
the lead role ably supported by Daniel Burke and Daniel
Prozesky. The outcome was an hilarious and entertaining
play, which would win any competition. Other highlights
included achieving second place in both the inter-house
tennis and rugby. I express my deepest gratitude to participants, on behalf of the house; your endeavours have done
wonders for house pride and inspiring the younger boys.
Well done and thank you!
In conclusion I would like to thank all those who made
this year a special one – Mrs Grebe, the tutors, the House
Prefects and most especially the young men of Sunnyside
House. It has been a privilege and an honour to serve Sunnyside and I shall cherish this year for eternity. I wish the
leaving matric group the very best as they venture out into
the big, wide world and hope you will represent Pretoria
Boys High in the best way possible. To next year’s matrics
and to the rest of the House, I hope the coming year is a
joyful and prosperous one – I urge you to strive to carry the
house to greater heights.

Form V Sunnyside House
Front Row L–R: Mrs E Grebe (Housemaster), S Fabris-Rotelli, D van Byleveldt, J Pienaar, P Newman, T Rapoo, D Bohlmann, S Jonker, A Mehl,
A Hossain, Ms E Rogers (Tutor)
Second Row L–R: R Caldeira, V Vijendranath, B Wessels, P Lamb, J Fourie, J Slabbert, N Padayachy, N Pretorius, H Tseng, G Sterley, M Tlailane
Back Row L–R: R Pucciatti, D Burke, M van Jaarsveld, B Fenley, M Chen, W Gabryk, T Matjiu
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Town House
Senior Housemaster
Form V Tutor
Form IV Tutor
Form III Tutor
Form II Tutor
Form I Tutor

Mr A O’Brien
Dr N van der Watt
Mrs M Auret
Mrs A Theron
Mrs H Stuart
Mrs E Wortmann

Head of House
Prefects

Nhlanhla Madalane
Karel Potgieter, Charles Greyvenstein,
Lucky Charles, Duane Loubser,
Brad Gauldie, Henry Langley,
Mark Willoughby

T

Nhlanhla Madalane

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

HIS YEAR BEGAN WITH THE TAKING over of territory
by the great ‘Fox’, Mr O’Brien, from the ‘Lion’, Mr
Anthony, determined with his team of tutors and
prefects to make his reign a fruitful one.
Indeed this was achieved by taking the ‘red hot’ house
another step further. With the co-operation, participation
and enthusiasm of the boys, the Town House flag was
flown high with pride above the rest.
I had always felt Town House boys were selected carefully in order to be groomed into great men who will take
this house to greater heights. This has been shown repeatedly to be true, making it both an honour and a privilege to
be in Town House.
The red rising sun of Town House has been truly amaz-

ing, as shown by a pleasing set of results, both in the academic and sporting fields. With gifted boys, Town House
managed to do satisfactorily in the sporting arena. The
results show undoubted diligence and great consistency
with, of course, the house still holding the brains in the
school, as shown by a fairly large number of boys in our
house who are Full Colours Academic candidates. Not only
has that made this house an outstanding one, but also the
moving spirit and togetherness of the house during interhouse events have truly been spectacular.
As this year comes to an end, the matric group is
preparing to go into the world carrying with them pleasant
memories of this great place where we have all learned to
live. I wish them the very best for the future and I trust in
my heart that they will always remain faithful ‘citizens’ of
Town House. I also urge those who will be chosen to lead
this house next year to keep on taking it to greater heights
and to uphold its good reputation. To them good luck!
In conclusion I would like to thank Mr O’Brien, Dr van
der Watt my tutor, for their support and inspiration, and all
the Town House tutors for their hard work and dedication
to the house. To the great men of Town House with whom
I have worked, played and shared memories, I will always
remember you. To the rest of Town House, for their cooperation throughout the year, many thanks.

Form V Town House
Front Row L–R: J Richardon, W Hanekom, D Pienaar, D Loubser, K Potgieter, N Madalane, C Greyvenstein, L Charles, B Gauldie, H Langley, G Sere
Second Row L–R: Dr N van der Watt, G Pierce, G Mennen, K Lazarides, G Geodiades, R Switala, D Lotter, J Georgiades, C Lin, Mr A O’Brien
Back Row L–R: M Willoughby, M de Gouveia, R Maydell, A Weir, S Barnard, J Kourie, A Schiel, M Webb
Absent: D Buirski, M Volschenk, K de Kock
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Camps & Tours

Form I Orientation Camp

A

in the history of Pretoria Boys
High School this year: three hundred new faces
attended the first Form I camp on the new
school farm, Maretlwane. The long awaited well-organised camp finally became a reality. Uncertain looks were
seen on every Form Is face.
On Friday morning, the 19th January, the group of
hundreds of little Form Is hiked about five kilometres
to the campground. The boys were given a couple of
minutes to organise themselves before the camp was
formally opened. Thereafter they had a while to relax,
fill their stomachs and prepare for the afternoon’s activities.
Every house had to take part in ten different activities. These included free swimming, catties and mini
Olympics, raft-building, tug of war, shooting, tree
spree, volleyball, Frisbee soccer, chicken run and a walk
to Euphorbia City. The teamwork, laughter, effort and
enjoyment that went into these events made them an
enormous success.
After nightfall, it was a time to ‘stalk the lantern’.
The boys stalked in their house groups and, despite
some mischief, they thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
This, however, gave some of the house and school prefects time to rest before the ‘unexpected’ war cry practice. It is truly astounding how well boys sing so late at
night!
Saturday morning saw the houses completing the
different activities and gaining as many points as possible. The afternoon was, however, the highlight of the
day. The well-planned, well-constructed obstacle
course had to be subjected to a thorough test. And did
they test it! Every single boy gave more than his
utmost. The determination, enthusiasm and teamwork
indicated that these little boys have what is needed to
be real Boys High boys.
After supper the exhausted bodies had some time
to sit back and relax, while Mr Junod gave a very interesting, thought provoking and encouraging speech
regarding the history of Maretlwane, conservation and
other relevant matters.
Another hike followed, this time to a camp without
tents, food or even water – they were going to sleep
under the stars. This was a first time experience for
many and the uncertainty and excitement could be
seen on their faces. ‘Stars out’ was rather early , since
there was a lot that had to be done the following morning.
Sunday morning consisted of cleaning up, hiking,
cleaning up and, for the very last time, hiking back to
the buses. The camp looked exactly as it had three days
before, but the boys’ attitude towards and love for their
great new school had been awakened forever. The buses
left the farm with ‘three hundred faces alive with glee.’
The boys would always have the great memories of the
2001 Form One Camp on which to build.

Photographs: Talitha Segaar

NEW ERA BEGAN

Kendal Uys
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Scenes from the various camps held at Maretlwane
Above: The next group of quaking souls prepare to take the plunge.
Right: Abseiling down one of the spectacular cliff faces in Castle Gorge.
Centre right: What does Spiderman do when he gets caught in his own web?
Top far right: Last one on wins!
Below far right: Food at the Form IV Camp – now you see it, now you don’t.

Form IV Camp

P

and advanced party had
not been completed and the Form IV Camp had
already begun. The advanced party was still putting
up the last few shelters when the first group of hikers
appeared, the sweltering sun beating down on their laden
backs. The number of Form IVs ambling in increased by
the quarter-hour, each group more tired than the previous
one but nevertheless excited about the four days ahead.
The advance party had been driven into camp and thus
avoided the one-hour hike from the farm’s main gate.
Mr Junod (standing on a chair to look intimidating)
welcomed the Form IVs to Maretlwane and asked for their
co-operation for the duration of the camp. The rest of the
day entailed activities of all sorts. The water activities
were good fun and included sliding down the newly constructed bum-slide and pole wrestling, in which two boys
wrestled with their arms on a pole above the water. Some
of the match-ups were entertaining but the very one-sided
games ended very quickly with the loser ending up in the
freezing water and having to swim for shore.
The ‘wide game’ activities took place after dark and no
one was too thrilled about the idea of running around to
get to all the activities. However, the bomb in the hut,
ravine crossing, target shooting and blowpipe activities
were great for spirit and unity within the groups. At the
crazy concoctions activity, the groups (who were unlucky
enough to get to the activity) had to eat a ‘combo meal’ of
The Pretorian
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REPARATIONS BY THE STAFF

a HOT extra spicy roll and soapy flavoured drink
(yummy!) – both evilly concocted by Mrs Donaldson and
Mr Franken.
The shelters, which the groups slept in, were able to
withstand the strong night breezes but the hard, rocky
ground on which the sleeping bags and groundsheets were
laid did wonders for one’s back.
The next morning, we set out on the great hike to the
waterfall. The sun was scorching and the journey seemed
endless as we traversed mountain after mountain. But the
strains and efforts were rewarded with beautiful natural
surroundings. The magnificence of the waterfall at the
end of the hike was great enough to awe anybody and was
greeted by a ‘WOW!’ from most who saw it. We walked
along the riverbank, agilely moving in between, over and
around the rocks on the scenic return leg of the hike,
which was far cooler and more enjoyable than the first
route. On arriving back at camp most of the boys used
their free time to enjoy the bum-slide.
Later Advocate François Junod enlightened the Form
IVs on the history and his hopes for the future of the farm.
The activities were running late and so stalk the lantern
was cut fairly short but it still turned out to be an amusing
activity. Groups baboon-crawled, leopard-crawled or
turned into prone statues to prevent themselves from getting caught. The ground was hard with thorns and sharp
stones but this was what had to be done in order to win.
This page is sponsored by the Chapman Family
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Mr J had raised the stakes earlier in the day: the winning
team would not have to hike back to bus with their luggage but would be transported by minibus.
With the next morning came more activities. These
included the dangerous abseiling and famous BIG JUMP.
Initially most of the boys recoiled in disbelief at the
thought of jumping off the precipice 10m high. But,
spurred on by crowds, friends who had done it before them
and Mr Kirsten’s camera, they succeeded in doing what
they believed impossible only hours earlier.
The potjiekos competition held that night was fiercely
contested by all the groups, with some groups pulling out
their mothers’ fancy tablecloths and dining utensils in order
to score points with the judges. Other groups had laid out
plant and rock structures on their tables to create an ambience. Some groups did not bother going to all that trouble
and simply wrote, ‘We love the judges,’ on their tables.
The last activity was the decisive obstacle course. The
course was a test of the ability of the team to work in unison to help the weaker links in the team in their drive to
win. Tough, tedious, fast-paced and loud. That was the
obstacle course. Teammates were screaming, shouting,
urging each other on. Running, panting, jumping, panting,
climbing, panting, crawling, panting. For some it lasted
less the twenty minutes, for others as much as forty minutes. It was exhilarating stuff!
The next morning the Form IVs were all tired but

eager to return home. After having breakfast and striking
the tents, the camp was brought to a close with the awards
and thanks ceremony. The ceremony felt like it was taking
forever while Mr Junod droned on and thanked everyone
for his or her participation. The boredom was alleviated
when the awards were made. Amazing! Even the losers got
sweets! After the ceremony, tired as they were, the boys
set off back to the buses. The winning group packed and
climbed into a minibus and travelled to the gate in style.
The advance party stayed on to clean up the area and
pack up the remaining food and building materials, before
returning to school, eager to get home to some rest after
the exhausting but enjoyable camp. Thanks must go to all
the staff who worked hard to make this camp possible.
Special thanks must be expressed to Mr Acres, Mr van
Wyk and Mr Junod who finally saw a Form IV Camp
become a reality after all the hard work they had put in
over the past two years.
This year’s Form IV Camp at Maretlwane may not
have been as entertaining as the popular reality-wildlifetelevision show, ‘Survivor’ nor was it as monetarily
rewarding, but in terms of group building, educating and
exposing the ‘city-boy’ Form IV group to the wonders of
nature, the camp was an invaluable experience. It
achieved all its aims and was a huge success. The Form
IVs were brought together as a group and as leaders of the
school next year, will take the school to new heights.
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Form III Geography Tour

T

13 SEPTEMBER saw a group of
Geography students wake to overcast skies which
dampened their hopes of having a successful tour
to Golden Gate. Despite the bad weather, we all squashed
into the school buses and started our journey to the Vaal
Dam. A few hours later we arrived at a rather wet and cold
Vaal where we were given an interesting guided tour to the
discomfort of most of the boys. Our journey then took us to
the river outlet where the water from the Lesotho Highlands water scheme sees its first light in South Africa after
its long journey from the high mountains of Lesotho. The
last leg of our journey took us to Golden Gate in the eastern Free State.
As we entered the Golden Gate Nature Reserve, sleet
started to hit the windscreen. The bad weather was forgotten and in the buses there was a buzz of excitement. Our
hopes of camping were no longer an option much to the
disappointment of most of the boys. Luckily Mr Hassenkamp managed to organise alternate accommodation in
nearby dormitories while most of the boys were enjoying a
first time experience in the snow. The dorms were a lifesaver as the temperature dropped below freezing.
We awoke the next morning thinking we were in the
Swiss Alps as the surrounding mountains were covered in a
thick blanket of snow. The rest of the morning was spent
playing in the snow. The afternoon was set aside for educational purposes and we took a hike up an icy path to the
Buttress. The night was spent relaxing at the hotel.
The next morning signalled the end of our tour as we
started our homeward journey. After our own bad cooking
we ended the tour with lunch at the Wimpy.
Our arrival was eagerly awaited by worried parents.
Thanks to Mr Hassenkamp and Mr Myhill for a very successful tour.
HE MORNING OF

I Bernitz & M Harrison
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Form IV Geography Tour

O

HERITAGE DAY, Monday 24 September, we gathered in front of the school. A group of
fifteen boys(eight from Solomon House!) together
with Mr Franken climbed into the school combi to make our
way to Mpumalanga. A day before our departure, we discovered that the bridge at the old school farm had been washed
away and, as a result, Mr Franken had had to organise alternative accommodation in Sabie.
The main part of the first day’s driving was over at about
midday when we arrived at Sudwala Caves. There we went on
a tour of the caves to see the many interesting calcium formations and to be educated by the guide’s often unrealistic
comparisons of the formations. It was most interesting and we
were generously given lunch at the restaurant when we
returned from our tour. From there, we set out towards Sabie
where we would be staying for the night. We spent a quiet
evening there relaxing after the long journey and preparing
ourselves for the day to come.
On Tuesday morning, we had a more leisurely start as we
set off for some of the better know geographical sites in the
area. We began with a visit to the Lone Creek Falls where,
according to Boys High tradition, everyone had to swim. This
refreshing experience will be well remembered, if only
because of the cold! From there, we made our way to Mac Mac
Pools where we were afforded a more relaxing swim at our discretion. After that, we moved along to the spectacular Mac
Mac Falls. Here we had a view from almost directly above the
sixty metre gorge towards the waterfall and (in my opinion)
this was the most spectacular of the sights on the tour. We
then progressed to God’s Window where we stopped for our
packed lunch to admire this renowned view. We had, however, picked a bad time with the weather and we could see literally nothing of this view due to the mist. Then, we went to
Bourkes’ Luck Potholes caused by the confluence of two
rivers. We had a guided tour during which we were educated
not only about the potholes, but about the geography of the
N THE MORNING OF

Form V Geography Tour
entire area. On our way to our accommodation for the night,
we decided to stop at God’s Window once again. This time,
the mist had lifted and we were lucky enough to see the view
– doing the trip for a second time certainly paid off! Later
that afternoon we settled into our chalets at Graskop and in
the evening we were fed a superb meal from the restaurant
there.
Once again, on the Wednesday morning we were up early
to make sure we could avoid driving in the midday heat as
most of the day would be spent in the Kruger National Park.
We arrived at the Kruger Gate just after 07:00 and from there
we made our way to Satara Camp. During this drive, we saw,
amongst many others, lion, hyena, elephant and hippo. On our
way, we stopped off at a picnic spot to cook boerewors and on
arrival at Satara, we were once again sent to the restaurant to
have lunch. On our drive to Orpen Gate to leave the park, the
drive seemed to get long and many of us became restless
(much to Mr Franken’s disgust as he very vividly showed us!).
After leaving the park , we continued to Moholoholo which
was where we would be staying for the night. Shortly after our
arrival at this private game farm, we were allowed a night drive
on a game vehicle which resulted in us increasing our game
count by seeing rhino. On this final night of the tour we
enjoyed an evening sitting around the fire.
We left Moholoholo by 06:30 and were on our way back
to Pretoria. Near Witbank, we stopped at an ATCOM coal
mine. We were shown a computer demonstration on how
the mine was run and later we were taken on a tour of the
facility. Here we viewed the huge machinery used, especially the drag line, and most interestingly, looked across to
an explosion as they were blasting for coal.
Overall, this was an educationally successful and most
enjoyable tour and all our thanks must go to Mr Franken for
his continuous effort both before and during the tour.
Stephen Rushton

T

LAST GREAT ONE! Well, being a veteran tourist
with our nationally renowned Geography Department, I can definitely say that this trip lived up to
all expectations as an enjoyable and informative break.
With quite a mix of dayboys and boarders we set off to
the first stop, the Drakensberg Pump Storage System. This
scheme is burrowed deep into the mountainside below the
Sterkfontein Dam. We were taken down into the plant after
a quick Eskom presentation. The plant is huge with a constant hum of energy and moving turbines. From here we
went to Mont-Aux-Sources.
On the ride up to Witsieshoek, the starting point of the
hike, the rain started and we all said there was no way we
were walking in the rain, but after an hour it stopped and
we walked up. The fog had rolled in and it was already
quite dark by the time camp was set up. Everyone went
straight to bed with the wind howling all night. The next
morning we woke up early because it was raining inside the
tent. We saw the sun rise, and were awed by the light striking the Amphitheatre and the cascading crystal droplets of
icy clear water of the source of the Tugela River as it
plunged effortlessly to the foot of the mighty Drakensberg
escarpment and disappeared into the white sea of clouds
covering the land below us. We left for one of the highest
peaks in South Africa, Mont-Aux-Sources, where we then
phoned the School to chat to Mr Franken about the scary
chains we had to climb, and the beauty in front of us. We
then set off with some enthusiasm to the little town of
Fouriesburg.
We left our pleasant camp site in Fouriesburg for the
Katse Dam situated in the heart of Lesotho. At the Lesotho
border, Henry Johnson, after stating that we were taking
bombs into Lesotho, was asked by the customs officer if he
was a boy or girl. The ride to Katse was long and steep and
the grinding poverty is heartbreaking to see, but worth it as
the dam is an impressive sight. Its bi-concave wall of height
HE
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Service
(continued from previous page) ±800m and length of almost
1km is impressive and Mr O’Brien was able to organise us a
tour of the wall by using all of his charm on one of the officials. All in all, the structure was mind-boggling and not
just from the outside but from the water-filled passages of
the wall as well. Foxy thanked the official in a manner that
secured a tour for next year’s group. To top the day off, we
ended up paying a stubborn, typically corrupt policeman all
our restaurant money (meant for lunch on the way back on
the last day) because the school forgot to renew the licenses on the Kombis. Needless to say remarks on corrupt officials flew around the combi all the way back, at least while
we were awake.
We reached the camp and as usual, carried on utill late
that night with half-crazed boarders playing hot potato
with burning socks. Sadly we just braaied and no one saw
my renowned chicken which was quite an item on the
Form III tour.
It was with regret that we had to leave the next morn-
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Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

Representative Council for
Learners
Front Row L–R: L Kieswetter,
C Ronnenberg, R Lalloo, A Mehl, D Stearn
(Secretary), D Stearn (Chairman),
T Mattheou, C Currie, K Rantho, M Madalane
Second Row L–R: V Shimange,
E Pienaar, J Minty, J Joseph, D Prozesky,
T Mehl, J Senekal, S Nhlengetwa,
Mrs H S Donaldson (MIC)
Back Row L–R: P Kotu Rammopo,
S Ferreira, I Marvin, D Louw, D de Villiers,
C Vorster, N Golding.
ing for Boys High, as the company we had enjoyed for the
past few days had been very entertaining.
On our way back we returned, after two years, to the
Ash River where water from the Katse Dam again sees
light. It was, for those of us who were on the Form III tour,
a very special moment to reminisce over the few years that
had passed since our last visit to the area. And as we left,
we had to come to terms with the fact that at the end of
the year, all that we know to be a part of the Boys High
geography group would be in the past, but we would carry
with us the memories of these very special and wellplanned tours.
This is dedicated to all boys and masters who were on
any geography tours and to my late grandmother who listened intently to this tale, a few weeks before she passed
on. Thank you, to all of you for making it memorable and
good luck for the future.
Camden Müller
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Representative Council for Learners

T

CENTENARY YEAR AT PRETORIA BOYS HIGH
coincided with a new beginning for the representative council of the student body of the
school. The Students’ Representative Council
(SRC) was renamed The Representative Council for
Learners by government stipulation.
The RCL performs two primary functions within
the school community. It is first of all a channel
through which students can air their grievances, concerns and suggestions. Secondly it serves as a
fundraiser for local charities and organizations, which
serve the needy.
Though many strange requests were put forward,
the RCL did manage to make great progress with
regard to several facets of school life. Amongst others,
the Council has plans to repair the bicycle path in the
new year – a problem which has existed for many
years.
The Form IV representatives are to be commended on the superb way they organized the Form I and
II Sports Day, where almost R10 000 was raised.
They once again collaborated to arrange the annual
International Day most efficiently and collected an
amount in excess of ten thousand. The quarterly
‘Civvies days’ each raised approximately R4 000, and
it is here that the school should be praised. Students
have no idea what a difference even a small contribution can make to the welfare of disadvantaged people.
Among others, a portion of the funds was contributed to Victor Vermeulen, the disabled cricketer
who addressed the school assembly earlier in the
year. However, most of the funds in the R.C.L’s
treasury were donated to local organizations at our
Charity Assembly held at the beginning of November: Louis Botha Children’s Home (R10 000),
Streetwise (R10 000), The Association for Autism
(R7 000), The Wet Nose Animal Rescue Centre
HE

Scenes from the Form I
sports afternoon and the
(R7 000), the latter in a bid to contribute to animal International Day. Both
charity events were
welfare.
organised by the RCL.

It has been a privilege this year to be given an
opportunity to work for the good of the school and
the community. Donovan Stearn, in his capacity as
chairman, is to be commended on his superb efficiency in running, organizing and controlling the
Council’s activities and meetings. Mrs Donaldson,
our committed Teacher-in-Charge is to be applauded
for her enthusiasm and dedication; it has been a
pleasure working with her. The members of the RCL
have also worked hard and I hope the positive feeling
they have built up continues in the years ahead
Alastair Mehl

O

UR FUND -RAISING has

yet again been extremely successful, resulting in a total of R44 000
being raised during the year. The RCL has
fulfilled all my expectations and, although attendance flagged at times, there were always the stalwarts who could be depended upon and to whom I
am very grateful. I would, however, like to pay tribute
to the members of the Form IV group, without whom
many of our activities would have been impossible.
Certainly the Form I and II Sports Day would have
lost its greatest attraction without the skill of Neil
Lithgow, who erected the Indian wrestling pole. I
hope I can rely on his expertise again next year.
I would like to further express my sincerest
thanks to Alastair Mehl, the secretary, who kept the
minutes so faithfully and accurately, and to Donovan
Stearn, the chairman whose ready smile, willingness
to serve and never-failing enthusiasm made my task
an easy one. It has been a pleasure and a privilege to
work with both of you. You will be missed.
Helene Donaldson
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Media Centre Report

T

E Venter Form V

RADITIONALISTS WHO EXPECT A LIBRARY to be silent
will be surprised by the buzz of boys moving in
and out of the library and to the wonderful sound
of classical music . Over the past couple of years the
Media Centre has undoubtedly become one the largest
and busiest organizations in Boys High and has grown into
one of the finest school libraries in South Africa.
The media centre is not only an information centre
but also provides the facilities to study, relax with a novel,
read the new Car magazine or to ‘surf ‘ the internet. The
media centre has succeeded in providing the pupils of the
school with a centre of learning. With over 11 600 books
available, it is very hard
not to find information
for a project or homework assignment. Boys
High is also following an
integrated and holistic
approach by integrating
the library and information technology programme at the school.
We have also accessioned more than 500
new books, videos and
CD-ROMS during this
year. We have managed
to install four fully networked computers connecting students to
information anywhere in
the world . In spite of
the demand to purchase
more electronic media ,
it is still evident that
nothing can replace a
good book. With the
development of technology, it has become evident that reading has become even more vital.
The new Outcomes Based Education curriculum aims
to produce pupils with true skills to retrieve, analyse,
organise and evaluate information. This will enable students to become independent in the processing of knowledge and provide them with skills that will assist them
throughout their lives. It is therefore of the utmost
importance that the media centre's facilities need to be
constantly improved and expanded. All of these changes
have ensured that the media center has remained at the
forefront of technology and capable of providing a good
service.
Reading is the factor which contributes most directly to the acquisition of knowledge, understanding the
emotions of others, appreciation of all that is fine, and
the formation of values, opinions and beliefs. This
enables the individual to deal effectively with situations
which they come across in life. One of the library's main
functions is to encourage reading and we have tried with
the help of staff, other librarians, publishers and some of
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the our own boys, who are regular readers, to buy relevant and up-to-date literature. Very satisfying was to see
how on many occasions, various people, even parents,
came to take out a book which had been recommended
by one of the students. This year 3 500 novels were
read. Our aim is to have teachers and parents who are
passionate about reading. Reading is still the most
important skill with which we can equip our children, to
enable them to have a successful and confident future.
Adri Theron

A

LARGE ORGANIZA -

like the
media
centre
requires continual work
and maintenance. Mrs
Mavis Mahlangu was
appointed as library
assistant at the end of
2000. She is of great
help in the media centre
and is very popular with
staff and boys. We also
have a very dedicated
group of Media Prefects
who have given greatly
of their time to ensure
that the media centre
remains the well organized and ‘user friendly’.
The Media Prefects
are rewarded for their
efforts by being allowed
to go on the annual
Media Prefect Ccamp.
The camp which was
held at Maretlewane
was a great success and
was enjoyed by all who went. We also had our usual end of
the year lunch with the media prefects of Willowridge
High School at Little Caesars in Hatfield.
Thanks must go to the Media Prefects who are to be
commended on the way in which they have served the
school throughout the year. My thanks goes to Johann
Slabbert for all the support that he has given me and for
his commitment to the media centre over the past five
years. My final thanks must go to Mrs Theron who has
undoubtedly been the driving force behind the media
centre, and she is to be commended on the pride she
takes in the media centre and her willingness to help anyone.
It is with regret that the media prefects say goodbye
to Mr Chris Fowler, who always accompanied us on camps
and other excursions. The Media Prefects will miss the
discussions on various controversial topics, during many
afternoons, when they were on duty in the media centre.
TION

Donovan Stearn (Head Media Prefect)
This page is sponsored by Carl Grundling & Family

MEDIA CENTRE AWARDS
Full Colours – Donovan Stearn
Half Colours – Johann Slabbert

11639
347
6678
31
1143
2400
7500
658
25

TOP READERS 2001
1. MP Wronski Form II Abernethy 33 books
2. DS Michev Form III Town 23 books
3. S Tack Form I Hofmeyr 22 books
4. U Jeenah Form II Matheson 21 books
5. W Randall Form III Town 21 books

Media Prefects
Front Row L–R:
M Amoni, C Jansen van
Vuuren, J Slabbert,
Mrs A Theron Media
Centre Teacher),
D Stearn, M Grundling,
S Cheng
Second Row L–R: W
Hill, M Ashraf, T Patrick,
N Williams, A Levasseur,
B van Bergen,
F Nepomuceno
Third Row L–R: T Stone,
G Hinton, W Randall,
C Watkins, K Padia,
J Tyamzashe, A Lin
Back Row L–R:
S Barnes, L Schütte,
R Cheesman

Trevor Langley (Martin Gibbs)

MEDIA CENTRE STATISTICS
Total number of books
New book accessioned
Books taken out
Projects done
Books used for projects
Videos shown
Magazines read
Audio visual hardware issued
Media prefects on duty

BOOKS MOST READ 2001
1. Guinness book of records 2001
2. The X-Files
3. The Ultimate Hitchhiker's guide
4. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
5. Harry Potter and the Philosopher's stone

Above: Media personnel on camp at Maretlwane.
Left: Supplementing the food ration at the camp.
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The School Farm
Maretlwane – another year on

T

HE WARM GOLDEN RAYS of the late afternoon sun are
filtering through the wild fig tree which crawls its
way out of the rock ledge next to ‘Dampie se Gat’.
As I sit on a mound of sand, watching two Hofmeyr Form I
boys play-wrestling on the long pole over the water, life
seems suddenly full of purpose. Yes – this is what true education is all about. The back-breaking hours spent dredging
this pool were worthwhile after all!
So much has happened at Maretlwane in a year that it
is difficult to know how to recount it all.
Apart from the original wooden cabins and the car-ports
built last year, the farm now boasts a bungalow (the long
term workshop / storeroom) which can accommodate a full
tutor group of 35 on double-decker bunks. There is an
ablution facility in the form of a wash hut for the boys and
the staff supervising them are afforded the privacy of the
newly-erected Honeysuckle Hut a short distance away.
The cabins can be used as a separate entity on week-ends
allowing two school groups to visit the farm at a time.
It has now become tradition to hold two of the major
school camps at Maretlwane, the Form I Orientation Camp
at the beginning of the year and the Form IV Camp in
August (see relevant articles). Both camps ran very successfully this year, thanks in part to the kind weather. In
anticipation of the latter, the ‘swemgat’ which has silted up
over the years, was emptied with the help of a very powerful hired sludge pump as well as a large contingent of child
‘slave’ labour. The Maretlwane Student Support Group,
under the exceptional leadership of André Cilliers, has
been an untiring source of help in this regard and the boys
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deserve a special thank you. All in all an estimated 70 tons
of sand were dug out and the resulting pool is now the size
of an average swimming pool and is a spectacular two and a
half metres deep.
The Support Group was also instrumental in building a
bum-slide into the pool which is a highlight for young and
old alike. It was enjoyed most recently by the Mathematics
Department staff who held a ‘bosberaad’ at Maretlwane in
November. Mrs Wortmann and Mrs Eiselen demonstrated
to the rest of us that they are not only accomplished Mathematics teachers!
Progress with regard to the long-term development of
the permanent Bushveld School has been slow but sure. A
draft business plan has been drawn up, copies of which the
Headmaster took with him on his Centenary visits overseas. The reactions of groups of old boys all over the world
to the idea of a wilderness school have been very positive.
The business plan was largely the work of a dedicated parent, Dr Andrew McKenzie, who has been co-opted onto
the Governing Body to pioneer the Maretlwane vision.
Two public meetings have been held this year, one at
PBHS, the other on site at Maretlwane. All interested and
affected parties, particularly members of the Mountain
Club of South Africa, the Magaliesberg Protection Association and local farmers were informed of the proposed plan
for the school and given a chance to put forward their concerns. At the site meeting a series of sketch plans were prepared for us and presented by an architect and parent, Jon
Mehl, outlining the layout of the proposed school and the
type of buildings envisaged. In general the reaction has

been positive and we are in the process of drafting a Scoping Report for submission to the relevant authorities in
order to obtain permission to go ahead with the development of the permanent school.
Another area in which significant progress has been
made has been the involvement of parents in our project.
Parents of Form I boys were recruited for the parent branch
of the Maretlwane Support Group at the beginning of the
year and more recently an information meeting was held
for all interested parents at school. This was followed
shortly afterward by a visit to the farm which included a
walk up to the lower waterfall and a ‘bring and braai’ lunch.
The goodwill and enthusiasm of a large group of parents
has been quite overwhelming. Many have fields of expertise which will prove useful to us in the development that
lies ahead but we also have a large number who simply
enjoy the outdoors and are willing to join work parties to
help with specific tasks. I will be taking a year off formal
teaching next year, partly to devote more time to the
development of Maretlwane. I anticipate involving the
Maretlwane Support Group, both parents and boys, on a
regular basis.
Another major step forward has been the purchase of
the adjacent property by a group of three young nature
lovers from the farmer who has been grazing his cattle on
both his and our farm. The resultant soil erosion near the
river, quite apart from other associated problems, was a
serious concern but is now thankfully over. In addition
these neighbours, who share the ideals of a bushveld
school, would like to stock the farm with game. Their property and ours are part of a single unit of 400 hectares which
is surrounded by a 20 strand game fence. This fence is generally in very good condition, although it needs to be
repaired in places. Once this has been done, we will be
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ready to begin the stocking programme in earnest.
Further progress includes the involvement of large
numbers of Boys High boys in the removal of an alien plant,
the Mexican devil or Crofton weed, which is invading the
riverine bush. It is anticipated this infestation will continue to be a problem for many years to come. The unsightly

pipes in the ‘swemgat’ area are also in the
process of being buried by the neighbouring farmers at their own cost so that they
will be largely out of sight. This will make
a significant difference to this specially
beautiful and well- used section of the
river.
There are a number of people who
have contributed significantly to Maretlwane this year. Amos Letsoalo has continued to serve the school loyally in his
capacity as supervisor on the farm. He has
been assisted this year by Daniel
Dithabeng and Sizwe Mzima both of
whom have proved reliable and enthusiastic helpers.
Andrew and Tanya McKenzie have
been an incredible support in every possible way. Their practical approach and genuine love of nature make them the ideal
people to pioneer the Maretlwane vision.
Andrew also has considerable expertise as
a wildlife veterinarian who has been
involved for many years in game management and capture. Jon Mehl, the architect,
has given devotedly of his time, having
captured the feel of the area in his preliminary sketch plans and the sighting of the
proposed buildings. Another friend Dr
Tally Palmer, a microbiologist from Rhodes
University, has prepared a poster on
Maretlwane and presented it in October at
the World Wilderness Congress in Port
Elizabeth for which we are very grateful.
My parents, Francois and Sheila Junod
have helped me particularly with the
supervision of the building at times when
my school commitments did not afford me
the time to do so. We are also indebted to
a group of farmers in the Carletonville area
who have donated R50 000 towards the
school as well as the Raimondo family from
Durban / Cape Town who gave us R10 000.
These are people who recognize the educational value of
what we want to achieve and with more like them, together with those who continue to give of their time and
expertise, I have no doubt that our project will succeed.
Alex Junod

Maretlwane Support Group

T

S TUDENT COMPONENT of the Maretlwane Support Group (MSG) was formed this year to help
with the development of Maretlwane while having
fun in the outdoors. The core of this group came from the
enthusiastic advance party of the 2000 Form IV Camp.
Many a weekend was spent at the school’s ‘holiday resort’,
tackling projects of different kinds. The most ambitious of
these was the super-speedway, ‘butt-kicking’ bum-slide
which we were determined to complete before the Form IV
HE
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camp. We spent two busy weekends digging sand out of the
‘swemgat’ in less than 12 0 water. Even before the splash
pool was completely emptied, the MSG was back with a
vengeance, ready for the actual construction of the bumslide using sandbags. After another day of back-breaking
labour, the boys stood back with pride as they gazed upon
their handiwork. Even though it was still winter, no-one
could resist testing the end result which proved to be a
resounding success.

A word of thanks goes to Amos ‘quito’, the caretaker
and tractor driver and Dan ‘the MAN’ whose unbelievable
strength made light work of the heavy tasks. Without their
enthusiastic assistance our projects would have been
impossible. Also a big thank you goes to Mr Junod, who had
to endure many jokes, most of which went straight over his

head (not very difficult mind you!). He had the responsibility of caring for the stomachs of the ‘workers’ and ensuring there some work was done between all the fun. In all
his efforts he proved once again that size doesn’t matter!
André Cilliers

Building Material and Hardware Specialists
(founded in 1903)
FH Chamberlain Trading (Pty) Limited
PO Box 2039, Pretoria, 0001
Head Office/ Riviera Branch

230 15th Avenue, Riviera, Pretoria

(012) 356 9500

Waterkloof Glen Branch

378 Roslyn Avenue, Waterkloof Glen

(012) 998 5074

Waltloo Branch

341 ZASM Street, Waltloo

(012) 803 5158

Joinery & Roof Truss Division 341 ZASM Street, Waltloo

(012) 803 5158

Randburg Branch

(011) 793 6755

265 Fabriek Street, Strijdom Park
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